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Selenium (Se) is an essential nutrient but also a toxin that 
enters the human body mainly via the food chain which makes 
the Se cycle in plants very important. The determination of Se 
stable isotope ratios is a promising tool to investigate Se 
related processes in plants. We therefore set up cultivation 
experiments with rice plants on phytoagar as growth medium 
doped with Se in varying amounts and species.   

Se stable isotope analyse with MC-ICP-MS requires 
efficient sample preparation and purification, which is 
particularly challenging with organic-rich plants and semi-
solid phytoagar containing long-chain hydrocarbons. For plant 
digestion we implemented a microwave based method using 
quartz inlays. This method results in quantitative Se recovery 
and a mineralization rate of >99%, which is up to 20 times 
more efficient than other methods used for plants. Phytoagar 
digestion gave non-reproducible Se recoveries around 74%, 
whereas vacuum induced liquid extraction yields at average 
103% with very good reproducibility, validity and 
independence on Se species and concentrations. Unlike 
digestion, it conserves Se species.  

For Se purification from sample matrices we tested and 
optimized two chromatographic methods in flow through 
columns packed with anion exchange resin (A) and thiol 
cellulose powder (B). Thereby, several matrices with varying 
metal, organic and Se contents were used. Where (A) gave 
badly reproducible Se recoveries ranging from <10 to 100% 
with huge matrix effects, (B) resulted in more reproducible Se 
yields of 70-80% for any matrix and Se concentration used. 
Despite of few exceptions (Cr, Cu, As), residual element 
concentrations were <1% for both methods and did not 
influence the measurements at all. However, the analytical 
method including double spike correction turned out to react 
sensitively on residual organics that seem to inhibit sample-
spike equilibration. Therefore we tested hydride generation and 
trapping - in order to extract Se from the organic matrix - 
combined with (A). For each method we performed validation 
tests by doping Se free plant and phytoagar with isotopically 
certified Se at a very early sample preparation stage.  
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